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The goal of machine learning is uncovering interesting information and decision making from big data in various 
domains of applications, which can redefine and enhance customer relationships. In the telecom Industry, on a 
daily basis huge volume of customer detailed record data is being generated due to a large client base. Telecom 
management stressed upon the decision making about finding new customers is costlier than retaining the 
existing ones. Accordingly, marketing analyst and customer relationship management (CRM) professionals need 
to analyze on the reason for churn customers, as well as, study the interesting patterns from the existing churn 
customers' behaviour.This paper proposes a segmentation of the market and prediction of the customer’s 
behaviour (Churn, Choice of PLAN) model by Clustering and Classifying the customers based on their attributes. 
Since customer grouping is the main part of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) on predictive analysis 
on CRM data of telecommunication industry by using classification, as well as, clustering techniques, 
identification of churn customers and provisioning of suitable affordable choice PLAN are essential factors behind 
the churning of customers along with making of decision in sales and marketing in the telecom sector. The best 
data mining strategies are proposed to be used for classifying the CRM datasets for predicting the choice of 
PLAN and predicting the churn for retention of customers for efficient managerial decision and making project 
plan to reach the related goals. Accordingly, this paper proposed “Random Forest” Algorithm for predicting the 
churn output and “Decision Tree” is proposed for predicting selection of choice of mobile PLAN for predicting 
profitable mobile customers of telecommunication industry by using Rapid-Miner-9.07-tool-kit. For creating 
effective retention policies under CRM, to prevent churners, categorization of churn customers is highly essential. 
Accordingly, after classification, “k-means” clustering algorithm is proposed for providing group-based retention 
offers. The proposed prediction model is evaluated using no. of metrics, like accuracy, precision, recall, f-
measure, and receiving operating characteristics (ROC) area. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Telecommunication industry every time  offering quality products and services with new technology for attracting 
new customers and retaining existing customers while competing with private sectors to defend their positions in 
the market. In the present scenario, a huge volume of data sets is being generated by telecom companies at an 
exceedingly fast rate, as there is a range of telecom service providers competing in the market promotion to 
increase their customer share. Also the target of telecom companies is to maximize their profit and stay on 
competitive market [1].But customers have multiple options in the form of quality with less expensive services. 
When a more no. of customers not satisfied with the services of Telecom Company, service migration or 
switching found from one service provider to another and churn takes place. Churning takes place due to several 
reasons like service dissatisfaction, binding limit of post-paid customers and saturated competitive market. On 
continuous churning, the reputation of a company will affect and loyal customers also get affected. Thus 
customer’s population will be decreased with a high loss of revenue [3].For building intimate long term 
relationships with commercial important customers or individual customer in marketing strategy, achieving quality 
of service or sustained customer patronage are highly essential [1, 2]. Accordingly, customer relationship 
management is the efficient tool for achieving the company’s goal. The challenging job of CRM administration is 
the churn prediction for retaining their valuable customers and enhancing the CRM mechanism [5], [6]. For 
acquiring new customers, requirement of advertisement, involvement of the workforce and promotional marketing 
is more expensive than retaining existing customers [3]. With immediate attention, identification of existing 
churning customers can be stopped. Accordingly a high performance model is needed for identifying churn 
customers and in future also. Many machine learning and data mining solutions can be used to analyze such Call 
Data Record (CDR) data on which it can identify reasons behind customer churning. For maximizing the profit, 
CRM can employ to design retention strategies for reducing the percentage of churning customers as well as 
offering of suitable plans to retain customers [2]. Data mining is now popular by different names such as 
knowledge discovery, machine learning, business intelligence, predictive analysis, and predictive analytics. From 
the extracted pattern of data, in the data mining process, the behaviour of churn customers easily identified and 
decision maker’s analysis for taking right decisions through CRM. The development of customers depends on 
service quality, network coverage, load errors, high technology, billing and rewards where customers can 
compare the service quality and benefits between the service providers [5]. Researchers focus on global 
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prediction rate of churn customers. In general 2% of normal churn customers, create an annual loss of 100 billion 
dollars and predicting churn customers is 16 times cheaper than attracting new customers [8]. Ensuring of high 
level churning, many companies already implemented various data mining techniques on differentiating 
customers due to technological improvements [9] [10]. Telecom companies also need to understand about 
customer demands and fulfilling their needs for ultimate escaping from other competitor [11] [12].Accordingly 
CRM controls the business of customers as per need of services and promotions.Existing models adopted pre-
processing methods initially for removing noise for better classifying with improving performance of the  models 
on benchmark CDR data sets [13].But for true representation, multiple algorithms are chosen on these data sets 
for helping correct decision making of retention and churn prediction [14]. A various machine learning algorithm is 
proposed in this study and it is validated on CDR of a BSNL, as an Indian telecom company. The performance of 
a classifier is measured by using the TP rate, FP rate, Precision, Recall, F-measure and ROC-area to prove the 
best model for churn prediction with the offering of suitable plan to retain customers by achieving high accuracy. 
For churn and no-churn classification, number of machine learning algorithm we used, where shown better 
performance compared to other algorithms. Further for market segmentation and study the behaviour of 
customers, we used k-means clustering algorithm by using attribute selection measures.The remaining part of 
the paper is structured as follows that provides related work, proposed customer churn and choice of PLAN 
prediction model, experimental evaluation with results and finally conclusion with future scope.  

II.    RELATED WORK 
Data mining has more importance in analyzing the data and generating interesting, useful patterns and 
relationships. In the research paper of Clifton (2010), Author stated that originally data being stored in data 
warehouses, where data mining application needed to analyze the data. As storage became cheaper during 
1980s, many organizations develop their storage warehouses and store transaction data for extracting patterns 
or relationships by adapting Artificial Intelligence methods in the area of KDD. Through applying of data mining 
techniques, marketing aids of customers of Telecom Company will be fulfilled by proper decision making by 
applying data mining techniques. According to Author Pradnya, A Shirsath, Vidya Kumar Verma (2013), data 
mining technology needed for transformation in many fields such as banks, Airlines, railways and so many 
public/private sector service provider companies to manage and make a decision of such types of huge amount 
of data. V .Jaaraj, J. Lavanya, J. JagatheshAmairaj, M. Rajkumar (2013) focuses on the existing data mining 
techniques, i.e. Association rule, Clustering, Classification and described how these techniques were applied to 
improve the customer relationship with the company for generating considerable profit. Ayman Alawin, Mohmmad 
Al. ma aitah, Al. Balqua (2014) stated to identify the profitable customers, churn one and develop two models, i.e. 
one is a physical model (OLAP) (Continuous mining of data sets wherever it resides) and the other is logical 
model, i.e. adoption of “Classification “ on research point of view. From the customer churn prediction point of 
view in Telecommunication Industry, supervised data mining technique, i.e. “Classification” is used to model the 
churn prediction with reference to Telecom Industry [25] and in the computer science, application of Telecom big 
data is being researched from online classification from huge collected data pool [26]. Similarly for finding the 
targeted high value customers of Telecom Industry, market segmentation is essential through clustering data 
mining techniques and for increasing the market share, company growth and profitability assessment of data 
mining based CRM technique, i.e. “Classification” is essential.The problems associated with churning of 
customers through the most commonly recognized machine learning, data mining techniques that actually 
supporting the telecommunication company for predicting the churn customers and ultimate retaining the 
customers under CRM [15]. In the decision tree, there is a limitation in nonlinear complex connections between 
attributes, but on purning of decision tree, the accuracy of decision tree improves [16]. Decision tree algorithms 
have many advantages like easy visualizations, use of nonparametric method and processing of numerical and 
categorical data [17]. Naive Bayes is also a guided learning module that predicts invisible data based on the 
position of Bayesian, which is used to predict churn customer [18]. The novel model presented in [13] by using 
the classical rule inductive technique (FOIL) shows a hybrid approach linking the adapted k-means clustering 
algorithm to predict churn customer behavior. The control of a large volume of data in today’s world provides an 
opportunity to improve the quality of service to the users. This data includes information about customers’ 
behavior, usage pattern and network operations. Over the past decade, the telecommunications service sector 
has undergone a major change due to new services, state-of-the-art upgrades [19]–[24] and intensified 
competition due to deregulation [4]. There is a need to secure important customers, strengthen connection 
management and retention of CRM. In this paper, in the first phase, customers are segmented using decision 
rules and in the second phase, a model is developed for every leaf of the tree. Performance of random forests 
algorithm is best for different types of datasets on selected attributes compared to j48-decision tree, Naïve Bayes 
for measuring student’s performance [27].This hybrid approach is compared with decision trees, random forests, 
Naïve Bayes decision rule and random tree [28] for churn prediction. Finally, random forest Classification 
Algorithm and K-Means Clustering Algorithm is proposed in the article as reviewed in this research paper for 
maximizing organization’s satisfaction for increasing loyalty, retaining customer business over their lifetimes [ 28 ]   

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Telecom management seriously thinks to come out of monopolistic mode and planned for enhancing customer 

relations, strengthening technology and upgrade infrastructure. Accordingly the present study of CRM module of 

marketing management with different issues analysed through machine learning techniques. Using supervised 

and unsupervised learning techniques, prediction of performance of machine learning algorithms through 
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monitoring various performance parameters on different telecom datasets will be possible. Churn prediction and 

profit prediction on suitable PLAN are mainly two important issue in marketing management.Dataset 1 & 2, which 

is acquired from Telecom Company records numerous attributes act input for a classifier models predicts 

appropriate churn class with profit class on suitable PLAN.Similarly, the behaviour of customer information with 

their relationship, clustering model is used by partitioning the complete customer data sets into groups. Through 

clustering technique, Low, Medium & Risky customer is determined under churn class category of datasets, 

which will help the management to take suitable action by offering suitable PLAN to the esteemed 

customers.Different DM and ML techniques are applied throughout the research for suitable accuracy prediction. 

Algorithms used are Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Tree and Random Forest on both the datasets. 

IV.    PROPOSED MODEL 
This section presents the proposed customer churn and profit prediction model. Fig. 1 shows the proposed churn 
prediction model and profit prediction model indicates number of steps. In the first step, data pre-processing is 
performed which includes data filtering for noise removal, removal of imbalanced data features with normalization 
of the data. In the second step, different classification algorithms like Decision Tree, Random Tree, Random 
Forest and Naïve Bayes applied for categorizing the customers into the churn and non-churn customers of one 
part. In the second part same algorithms applied for categorizing profit and no profit from customers on CDR data 
sets. In the third step, customer segmentation according to churn and profit is performed using k-
means clustering techniques. Based on patterns of customer transactional behaviour from data sets, cluster 
analysis is developed. Finally the model recommends retention strategies for each churn category and individual 
category on a suitable PLAN of customers. 

 

 

Fig.1 Proposed model for customer churn and profit prediction. 

 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore_new/IEEE/content/media/6287639/8600701/8706988/raza1-2914999-large.gif
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore_new/IEEE/content/media/6287639/8600701/8706988/raza1-2914999-large.gif
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A. Data Pre-processing 

1) In telecom CDR (Call Detailed Records) data set-1 as mentioned in Table-1, number of missing values, “Null” 

value first removed and further filtered imbalance attributes, which is the first step of noise removal under data 

pre-processing. In this telecom dataset, the number of attributes is 10, with useful features for using information 

gain and correlation attributes ranking filter techniques for feature selection on RapidMiner-9.7 tool kit to get high 

ranking values. Out of 10 attributes, some attributes improve performance measures and are useful for churn-

decision-making process. Same procedures adopted for CDR data set-2 with 5 no. of equal important attributes 

for predicting profit-decision making process through performance measurement. Accordingly the performance of 

classification increases, if the dataset contains highly predictive and valuable variables.  

. 

Table-1 Number of Filtered Features of CDR-data set-1 & 2. 

 

 

 

B. Customer Category and Prediction 

There are three categories of customers like individual, business and others. Out of which three groups of 
customers divided like lower income group, middle income group and higher income group exist. According to 
choice of service of different customer groups, some of the customers are loyal and they are declared as non-
churn customers. But some are churn customers, who is not satisfied with the services of the telecom company. 
The proposed model targets those churn customers by applying different machine learning classification 
techniques like Decision Tree, Random Tree, Random Forest & Naïve Bayes and devise retention strategies to 
overcome the churning problems created by different customers. Further from performance measurements of 
different algorithms, identification of best classification is analysed between churn and non-churn customers. Also 
above algorithms correctly classified the profitable customers to the company from non-profitable one between 
different customer groups.  

V.    EXPERIMENTS and RESULTS 
 
A. Dataset Description 
In this study, datasets are obtained from one GSM telecom service provider for studying the customer churn 
prediction problem. The data are extracted from the customer service usage pattern Call Detail Record (CDR), 
which consists of labeled data with two classes where 15% data is labeled as “T” (true customers) that 
represents churner and 85% data is labeled as “F” (false customers) that represent non-churners. It has three 
main types of’ attributes that include call behaviour, or usage attributes, financial information attributes and 
marketing related attributes, selected on feature selection techniques that allows identifying the most relevant, 
useful and effective attributes for customer churn prediction. Another part of transactional datasets are also taken 
with four main attributes like lower income group (LIG), Middle Income Group (MIG) and higher income group 
(HIG) selecting suitable PLAN for selecting two categories of customers like profitable and no profitable (Table-
2).  

Table-2 Dataset Description 

 

CRM 

Data sets 

Instances Selected 

Attributes 

Models 

Used 

1 49 5 Classification for Churning of Customers 

Sl 
no. 

#Features Sl no #Features 

1 State 1 GSM NO 

2 Area Code 2 Category 

3 Phone No. 3 Group 

4 Int. Plan 4 FRC PLAN 

5 Voice Mail Plan 5 PROFIT 

6 Voice Mail No.   

7 Total Day Minute   

8 Total Day Call   

9 Total Day Charge   

10 Churn   

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore_new/IEEE/content/media/6287639/8600701/8706988/raza.t3-2914999-large.gif
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore_new/IEEE/content/media/6287639/8600701/8706988/raza.t3-2914999-large.gif
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore_new/IEEE/content/media/6287639/8600701/8706988/raza.t3-2914999-large.gif
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Clustering for Market Segmentation 

2 120 4 Classification for Profitable PLAN Prediction 

 

On the two CDR data sets, we performed a number of experiments on the proposed machine learning model of 
by using a Rapid Miner-9.7 toolkit for providing the factors behind customer churn. Different techniques like 
Random Forest, Decision Tree, Random Tree and Naïve Bayes tested. Out of which, Random forest is a useful 
technique for classification and shows better accuracy (85.71%) and less error in comparison to other on 
correctly classifying of churn and non-churn customers with 10 fold cross validation as mentioned in Table-3. 
Similarly for selecting the suitable PLAN, for future decision making by the management, above machine learning 
techniques also used. The Decision Tree technique shows excellent (100%) classification accuracy with no error 
with 10-fold cross validation, as mentioned in Table-4 among individual, business and other groups of people 
under Lower income group (LIG), Middle Income Group (MIG) and higher income group (HIG) selecting suitable 
PLAN. The performance vector output of Rapid-Miner tool-kit in case of above two best techniques. Further, in 
this study, Attribute Selected Classifier algorithm is used for identification of factors, which clearly indicates the 
finding of churn customers. Also in this paper, k-means clustering algorithm is used for creating retention policies 
by decision makers considering between of churn and no-churn customers with profit and no-profit customers of 
different groups. 

B. Performance Evaluation Matrix 

The performance of different classifiers is measured for predicting of churn and profit on the basis of some 
parameters i.e. (1) True positive rate (2) False positive rate(3) Precision (4) Recall (5) F-Measure(6) ROC 
(Receiver Operating Characteristics). Confusion matrix is used to evaluate the classifier quality for a two class 
problem, i.e. True Positive, True Negative, and False Positive & False Negative. Confusion matrix is a useful tool 
for analyzing the performance of classifiers by recognizing tuples of different classes. Similarity measurement of 
classifier’s performance as mentioned in Table-5 includes accuracy, sensitivity (recall), and specificity, precision 
etc. Where further construction and evaluation requires partitioning of training set and test set. Holdout, Random 
Sampling and Cross validation are important steps of partitioning. 

 

Table-3 Classification Accuracy & Errors of Various Algorithms on Own Churn-Balance Dataset for churn 

prediction 

 

Method Used Classification Accuracy (%) Classification Error (%) 

Random Forest 85.71 14.29 

Random Tree 78.57 21.43 

Decision Tree 57.14 42.86 

Naïve Bayes 50.00 50.00 

 

Table-4 Classification Accuracy & Errors of Various Algorithms on Own Profit Measurement Dataset for 

Profit prediction 

 

Method Used Classification Accuracy (%) Classification Error (%) 

Decision Tree 100 0.00 

Random Forest 97.22 2.78 

Random Tree 97.22 2.78 

Naïve Bayes 91.67 8.33 

 

 

Table-5: Performance measurements of various Algorithms of Classification for Churn and Profit 

 

Method TP FP Precision Recall F-measure 
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Used for 
Churn 

Rate Rate 

Random Forest 1 0 0.77 1 0.87 

Random Tree 0.87 0.2 0.77 0.87 0.40 

Decision Tree 0.8 0.2 0.44 0.8 0.56 

Naïve Bayes 0.62 0.6 0.55 0.62 0.58 

Method 
Used for 
Profit 

TP 
Rate 

FP 
Rate 

Precision Recall F-measure 

Decision Tree 1 0 1 1 1 

Random Forest 0.97 1 1 0.97 0.98 

Random Tree 0.97 1 1 0.97 0.98 

Naïve Bayes 0.97 1 0.94 0.97 0.96 

 

To further validate our findings, the performance of algorithms in Table-5 show that TP and F-measure is higher 

for Random Forest classifier and Decision Tree classifier as compared to others in case of churning and profit. 

The Area under Curve (AUC) is a selective performance measure which is used by many researchers in the 

prediction model for measuring the accuracy.  

 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Decision Tree output of Rapid-Miner tool-kit for PROFIT prediction 
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Fig. 3 ROC outputs in Rapid-Miner tool-kit for PROFIT 
  
The complete Decision Tree output of a Rapid-Miner in Fig. 2 indicates more profit in case of “IND” head. ROC 
area denotes the average performance against all possible cost ratios between FP and FN. If the ROC area 
value is equal to 1.0, this is a perfect prediction. Similarly, the values 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 represent a 
random prediction, bad, moderate, good and superior respectively. Accordingly ROC output shows better output 
in case of Decision Tree as per Fig.3. 
 

 
C. Customer Segmentation and Retention 
 
Based on the behaviour of customer information with their relationship, segmentation or clustering is used by 
partitioning the complete customer data sets into groups. Out of number of clustering algorithms, we used k-
means clustering algorithm. K-means clustering is the iterative approach, where data can be segmented into 
different groups from complex heterogeneous large data sets. Arithmetic mean value of real valued data is the 
representative of a cluster, where we can find the hidden pattern that represents one class or cluster. In this 
study, the k-means algorithm segments the data into three groups due to the nature of the data. The three groups 
represent cluster-0, cluster-1 & cluster-2 among Low, Medium and Risky customers as mentioned in Fig. 4. Fig. 
5, shows the number of customers in each segment, according to the value of k in k-means to 3 can lead to 
better segmentation.  During n testing, it is found that, three clusters (0, 1 & 2) along with 31 numbers of 
customers are under no-churn category and 10 under churn category of sample data sets. Therefore, for 
retaining the churned customers, suitable action to be taken by the decision makers for making profit by offering 
suitable PLAN to the individual customers instead of business and other groups as per above classification 
technique.By offering suitable PLAN to a specific group of customers, Telecom Company easily understands the 
behaviour of customers and ultimately enhances retention and marketing performance. 
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Fig. 4 Cluster count output of k-means Algorithm  

 
 
Fig. 5 Cluster count output churn and no-churn customers 
 

VI.    CONCLUSION 
The challenging issue in the present competitive telecom market is churning prediction of the CRM to retain the 
liable customers by identifying a similar groups of customers and offering competitive PLAN (Tariff of mobile 
customers) to the respective groups for making more profit in organization. Accordingly, researchers finding the 
key factors of churning by developing certain machine learning models for retaining of customers in telecom 
organization. In this paper, through standard performance metrics, Random Forest, Random Tree, Decision Tree 
& Naïve Bayes classification techniques proposed and evaluated for the purpose of churning. Out of which 
Random Forest produced a better result that is 85.17% (Accuracy). Similarly for the purpose of profit calculation 
by decision makers, Decision Tree produced a better result that is 100% (Accuracy). Finally from the dataset, 
churn factors identified and performed un-supervised k-means clustering technique according to their risk of 
churning also recommended certain guidelines on customer retention under CRM for efficient decision making by 
decision makers. 
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In the scope of the study, applying of deep learning under the Artificial Intelligence for predictions and pattern 
analysis investigation is highly essential according to the frequent changing behaviour of churn customers in 
future. 
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